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This thesis argues that Spenser's handling of character, s i tua t i on , ; 

\ and theme throughout The Shepheardes Calender corresponds to the 

traditional significations of the'planetary and zOdiacal governors of 

the twelv'e- eclogues. The introductory chapter outl ines same f~nda

mental principles of the two astrological traditions relevant to the 

present study, traditio~that I have loosely called Ptolemaic or 

"scientific" and Neoplatonic, and explains that the lack of horoscopal 

information about the characters constitutes no serious barrier'to 

my approach. To avoid the repetition that would result from organi

zing the study around zodiacal signs, I have used a p~anet-by-planet 

approach. Chapter I analyses Colin Clout's past achievements and 
; 

his present predicament in terms of two distinct but related concep: 

tions of Saturn and melancholy: its main argument is that Colin's early 

·accomplishments align him with a benevolent Saturn and with ~t Yates 
I 

calls inspired melancholy (based ultimately on the "Aristotel ian" Physi-

cal Problems XXX), the earthly Venus leads him in a contrary direction, 

and the frustration of this Venerean impulse makes him a victim of the 

malevolent Saturn of popular astrology. Chapter II argues that in 

"Februarie", ruled by Jupiter, a mean between Saturn and Venus, the 

confl ict between the malevolent Saturn and the e,arthly Venus reap~ 

in the debate between a Saturnian Thenot and a'Venerean Cuddie, and / 

that since all figures in the debate and the tale are "failed Jupit rs", 

the conflict ends in a deadlock aptly corresponding to the fact hat 
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the fish of Pisces move in opposite directions, but within the same 

element, and are bound by a COr:Jrnon cord. In "November", however, Dido 

is a true Jovial figure, and the Jovial aspects of the !clogue's con

text temporarily dispel Colin's Saturnian gloom and cooperate with the 

benevolent Saturn to lift Colin's mind "above the starry skie", a move-

ment appropriate to the significations of the centaur-figure Sa~ttarius. 

ctpter 

parodic 

III shows that Spenser accommodates Mars in his Calender: by 

reduction in "March" and by evoking Mars in "October" to point 

beyond 'the pastoral to his prOjected epic. The Venus i~herited by the 
~ . 

Renaissance represents a vast range of ideas about love and beauty, 

from the basest carnality through to the principles of cosmic harmony 

and ..the 'most mystical expressions of love for God. Chapter IV discusses 

the correspondences between several of these significations and the 

eclogues for Venus' two signs, Taurus ("Aprill") and Libra ("September"): 
• c 

in addition to discussing Golin's misadventure in'love, this chapter 

>, demonstrates "Aprill 's" suitability for a celebration of the encomiastic 

, poet; discusses the manifestations of Venus that are in harmony with 

the'benevolent Saturn; 
~ 

'siding over an idyllic 

examines Eliza's role as a Venus figure pre
I 

~ {> 

na~ural, political, and poetic environment in 

contrast to the iron age of \he framing dialogue; and shows that 

although the world Oiggon describes in "Septe~ber" is the antithesis 

of that depicted in the "Aprtll" ode, Roffyn in actuality, and Hobbinoll 

and Oiggon in potentialitt~ represent, the forces (seen ~s another 

Saturn-Venus combination-) that can effectively reconstruct '~e world 
; t, 

in imitation of the peace, harmony, justice, mercy, friendship, and 
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liberality of the "Aprill" ode. Chapter V examines Mercurial motifs 

in "Maye" and August": the stress in "Maye's" debate on the duties 

and responsibilities of the clergy, particularly with respect to worldly 
/, 

wealth and to preaching ability and'debating skills, is suitable to 
. 

Mercury's rulership, as is the emphasis on 'fraud, deceit, and wealth 

in Piers' tale; Mercury's gift of verbal skill and dexterity is mani-

fested in both the roundelay and the sestina in "August". Since the 

sun signifies thin~s spiritual, while the moon is'an age-old symbol of 

material mutability, "Julye" appropriately deals with ecclesiastical 

matters and "June" with secular; the two eclogues 'are complementary 

discussions of the moral and practical problems for the poet and 

priest of prominence or aspiration. Chapter VI shows that Spenser 

handles the themes of prominence and aspiration in ways suitable to 

the celestial governors of these eclogues: the sun and Leo are con-, -
sistently associated with the ambitious or pre-eminent and with the 

perils and temptations besetting them, so "Julye's" debate covers 

these subjects and provides a 'catalogue of notable men; the most well-

known properties of the moon and Cancer (e.g., the moon's inconstancy 

and its shining by'borrowed light and the sun's reversal of direction 

in Cancer) do not augur well for any ambitious impulse, so in "June" 

neither speaker is ambitious and Col in ,provides a bewildering series 

of rationalizations to justify his loss of aspiration. The concluding 

chapter suggests some possibilities for f~rther study. 
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Introduction 
~ 

In his epistle to Gabriel Harvey, E.K. Says of The Shepheardes 

Calender that "these xij Aeglogues, which for that they be proportioned, 

to the st~te of the xij Monethes, he termeth the SHEPHEARDS CALENDAR, 

applying an olde name to a new worke".l This "olde name" is The 

Kalender of Sheepehards, a French almanac and household encyclopedia 

" first translated in 1503. 2 Parmenter and Cullen have shown that Spenser 

util izes the descriptions oJ the months, their labours, and ·their rep

resentations of the stages of man's life from this popular work (some 

17 editions in Britain before 1656) as a general guide to the content 
-'\ 

;and disposition of his eclogues. 3 But both Parmenter and Cullen, while 

demonstrating Spenser's interest in the "state of the xij monethes", 

overlook the real significance of his choice of title: for the Renais

sance reader, the chief ~mportance of The Kalender of Sheepehards was 

that it includes a compendium of astrological lore. Harvey himself 

lists it as an important work in the occultist's 1 ibrary: "These be 

their great masters and in. this manner their whole library, with some 

old parchment rolls, tables and instruments ... Erra Pater, their horn

book; the Shepherd's Kalendar, their primer; the Compost of Ptolomeus, , 
their Bible; Arcandam, their New Testament".4 Harvey is echoed, 41 

years after the publication of Spenser's eclogues, by John Melton who, 

in his Astrologaster (1620), ranks the old Kalender of Sheepehards 

equally with the Cabala. the Talmud, and books of chiromancy as works 

for the superstitious. 5 Thus, more than a century after its arrival in 
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England, the orig'inal Kalender remained both popular and notorious for 

its as tro log i ca 1 content. Furthermore, although its fu 11 title was 

Le Grand Kalendrier et Compost des Bergiers avec leur Astrologie, the 

natural tendency towards abbreviation is evident even in'the first 

, 

English edition of 1503 which bore the title Kalendayr of Shyppars. 

Hence, for the next century and a half it was referred to simply as 

the Kalender of Sheepehards or the Shepherd's Kalender. 

Spenser was not ignorant of the astrological associations of his 

title, and indeed, he himself reminds us of them when he tells us that 

hi sis "a Calender for every yeare", which will be permanent if he has i 
"marked well the starres revolution" (envoy, 1-4). In additlon'to 

this there are three astrological/astronomical allusions in the poem .. -
itself ("Julye", 17-26; "November", 13~16; and "December", 55-60). 

These passages identify times of the year and the corresponding stages 

in human life"and except for the confusing and notorious passage in 

"November,", are accurate within their contexts. 6 The Ka lender of 

Sheepehards stresse~ the need for the shepherd to know his,astrology, 

a recurrent mot'if in Renaissance pastoral as well,1 ~nd in "December" 

Colin Clout (one of Spenser's personae) claims to have "learned als 

the signes of heaven 'to ken,/How Phoebe' fayles, where Venus sittes 

and when" (83-4). Furthermore, each woodcut contains two symbols of 

the appropriate zodiacal sign: a pictorial representation of the 

creature or object that gives the sign its name, and the more esoteric 

glyph of the--1ign. 
" ,..,. 
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There is, then, ample reason to expect astrological learning to 

playas significant a role in The Shepheardes Calender as studies such 

as Fowler's8 show it to do in The Faerie Queene, a poem that, unilke 

the Calender, does not ~y virtue of its form openly invite such an 

approach. Surprisingly, a detaiJed study of astrological lore in 

relation to the Calender has not hitherto been undertaken,9 although 

the remarks of several scholars imply the need for one. Heninger dis-

cusses the traditions from which Spenser's calendar framework emerged .. 
and pOlnts out that the calendar is an image of cosmic harmony that 

provides 

month is 

an all-inclusive uni-ty in W.~h the individuality of each 

subsumed wit~in the completed annual cycle;10 howev~r, th~ 

scope of his study doeS-riot permit him tocorrelate the eclogues' in-

dividuality with the Sig~ifications of their Pl~etary and zodiacal 

rul~rs. Fowler indicates that the notion that the duodecad represents 

a completed cycle is essentially astronomical in origin, and that 

"Epics were in twelve books because they imitated the entire zodiac 

of life--a symbolism also exhibited, in a more obvious way, by 

Spenser's Shepheardes Calender".ll Norma Ann Greco similarly argues 

tt1at "Spenser's mature astrological symbolism" is "incipient in the 

Calender's zodiac form and the planetary numerology of the en~oy,,12 
(it has 12 lines of 12 syllables "each), but~ like Fowler, does not 

offer a fully worked out astrolo9ical reading of the poem. 
If 

Frances Yates clearly intimates the need for such a study: 
/'-

The poem is in fact truly a calendar with a learned 
background. rt is surely significant that, at about 
the same time that Spenser was writing his Shepherd's. 

'\ 
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Calendar, John Dee was exerclslng his mathematical, 
astronomical, and astrological knowl,edge on the project 
of the reform of the ~alendar. It seems probable that 
Spenser was in contac ith Dee or members of his circle 
when composing his Sheg erd's Calendar, absorbing the 
fund of scientific n e ge w lC e was to use in 
The Faerie Queene, d evolving its astral and'numero
loglcal allegorles ... Spenser's philosophy was bas'ed on 
the Neoplatonic Ch 'istian Caba'la of Giorgi and Agrippa, 
but ... modified by passage through the influences of 
the Tudor Reformation. Basical'ly, it was a reflex of 
the philosophy of John Dee who had expanded these in
fluences in new scientific and politico-religious 
directions. Dee was the true philosopher of the 
Elizabethan age, and Spenser, as its epic poet, reflected 
that philosophy,13 

Aslj:rology and the medicine and magic based on it are crucial components, 
"-

in the ihought of the Neoplatonic Christian Cabalists with whom Yates 

associates Spenser and his Calender. I propose that, in addition to 

what Parmenter and-,Cullen have discovered (see note 3), Spenser's 

handling of character, circumstance, and theme throughout the Calender 

corresponds to the traditional significations of the planetary and 

zodiacal governors of tile twelve eclogues, that the, poem is, as Yates 

says, "truly a calendar with a'learned background", and that Spenser's ~ 

mature astrologically based composition is incipient in more than the 

calendar framework alone. 

Before proceeding further, I will outline some of the basic 

----principles of the i\..strological traditions. relevant to this study. 

For the sake of clarity and conceptual simplification, I will make a 

rough and somewhat arbitrary distinction between two main lines of 
• 

thou'ght: the "Ptolemaic" or "scientific" and the "Neoplatonic". I 

~se the term~'Ptolemaic" as a loose but convenient term to des'gnate 

those astrologers who treat the subject largely as a natural science. 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































